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EXPEDITING GEOTHERMAL ENERGY IN HAWAII

I. INTRODUCTION

Hawaii presently relies upon petroleum fuels to supply 90 percent of its total
energy needs, making the State highly vtilnerab1e to sudden shortages in supply
or escalations in the price of this diminishing source of energy.

A maj or goal for the State, as set forth in the Hawaii State P1 an 1 and the
State Energy Functional P1an 2, is to reduce Hawaiiis dependency on oil
through the use of alternate forms of energy. As contained in the Functional
Plan, it is a priority objective for the State to "Accelerate the transition
to an indigenous renewable energy economy by facilitating private sector
activities to explore supply options and achieve local commercialization and
application of appropriate energy technologies."

Geothermal energy is presently considered to be the State's largest and only
near-term' alternate source for generation of base10ad electric energy.
Geothermal technology has been proven commercially viable throughout the
world, and the resource appears to exist in abundant supply, at least on the
Big Island. However, despite efforts by both the State and private sectors
during the past decade, corrmerci a1 development of geothermal energy in the
State has not progressed as rapidly as anticipated.

Through Senate Resolution No. 140, Requesting the Department of Planning and
Economic Development to Expedite Geothermal Development, the Thirteenth Hawaii
State Legislature in 1985 requested the Department of Planning and Economic
Development (OPED) to take all necessary action to expedite the development of
geothermal resources, including the preparation of a geothermal implementation
plan and schedule. A copy of Senate Resolution No. 140 is contained in
Appendix 1.

In response to S.R. No. 140, OPED obtained the assistance of OHM inc. of
Honolulu to review the progress of geothermal development in the State, to
identify existing barriers to development, and to recommend actions which can
be taken to expedite development. This report is based on the information
obtained through a literature survey and interviews with numerous individuals
involved in local geothermal development.

1Hawaii Revised Statutes, Section 226-18.

2State of Hawaii Department of Planning and Economic Development, State
Energy Functional Plan, June 1984, p. 15.

--------------------------------------_..-
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II. BACKGROUND

According to a recent .report3 there are now 188 power plants in 17 countries
of the world which generate electricity using geothermal resources, with a
combined total capacity of 4,764 megawatts (MW). In the United States, the
first commercially successful geothermal plant was constructed at the Geysers
in northern California in the 1960's with a capacity of 12 MW. Additional
development followed, and today production is over 1,400 MW, with plans for
over 2,500 MW by the year 2000. Elsewhere in California, five plants are
producing 127 MW in the Imperial Valley, eight plants with a total generating
capacity of 226 MW are under construction, and three plants with a total
capacity of 123 MW are in the advanced planning stage. In addition to Hawaii
and California, the states of Idaho, Nevada, Oregon and Utah also have
geothermal plants constructed or planned.

Initial Efforts to Develop Geothermal Energy in Hawaii

Development of geothermal energy in Hawaii began in the early 1960's with
exploratory drilling activity on the Island of Hawaii. In 1972, the State
Legislature appropriated $200,000 to fund various studies on the geochemical,
geophysical, engineering, environmental, and socio-economic aspects of
geothermal energy. With additional financial support provided by Federal,
State and County Governments, and under the direction of the University of
Hawaii, drilling of an exploratory well ·was undertaken at a location
approximately three miles southeast of Pahoa on the Island of Hawaii. The
drill ing was completed in 1976 to a depth of 6,450 feet. Tests showed that
this well, named HGP-A, is one of the hottest geothermal wells in the world,
having a bottom hole temperature of 6760 F and capable of producing
electrical energy. Subsequently, a 3-MW geothermal power plant was
constructed with public funds and began production of electricity for
distribution by the Hawaii Electric Light Company (HELCO) in 1982. During the
past three years the HGP-A plant has successfully demonstrated the technical
feasibility of electrical energy generation from the geothermal resources by
producing more than 19 million kWh per year with an excellent record of safe
and reliable operation.

In addition to the effort which led to the construction of the HGP-A plant,
considerable research has been devoted to the identification and
characterization of potential geothermal resources throughout the State. This
work has strengthened the belief that commercially developable geothermal
energy resources wi 11 be found primari lyon the Is 1and of Hawaii, with a
1esser potential to be found on Maui. Therefore, it is believed that growth
in geothermal development will likely be focused initially on the Big Island.

3DiPippo, R., "Geothermal Electric Power, The State of the World - 1985,"
Geothermal Resources Council Proceeding, 1985 International Symposium on
Geothermal Energy, 1985, pp. 3-18.
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Importance of an Inter-Island Electrical Transmission System

For geothermal energy to be deve loped beyond the present modes t needs of the
Is1and of Hawai i, there must be created an expanded demand for power on the
island itself, or the energy must be exported to Oahu, where 80 percent of the
State's electricity demand exists. The transmission of electricity to Oahu is
considered a critical factor to the future of geothermal development in Hawaii
as growth in demand on the Big Island comparable to the demand on Oahu is not
expected to occur within the time frame of this report.

The most efficient way of transmitting electricity over long distances is by
cable, but the installation of a cable system between the islands is a
formidable problem requiring the resolution of a number of technical,
financial and regulatory/permitting issues. The longest underwater power
cable constructed to date, between Norway and Denmark, is only 78 miles long
and traverses ocean waters whose maximum depth is 1,800 feet. A cable system
in Hawaii must be designed to withstand a depth of at least 6,300 feet and
span a total distance of 150 miles or more. The cost of the system is
presently estimated to lie between $200-400 million. The $27 million Hawaii
Deep Water Cable (HDWC) Program, with funds provided by both the U.S.
Department of Energy and the State, is a developmental study intended to
establish the technical and economic feasibility of a cable system for
Hawaii. This study is expected to be completed by 1990, after which a cable
system conceivably can be installed within three to five years.

Other State and Federal Actions Taken to Encourage Geothermal Development

The establishment of a geothermal industry in Hawaii requires a sound
understanding of the environmental impacts of geothermal development and
suitable regulations to protect the environment and the health of the
populace. The State has an ongoing program of collecting data from the HGP-A
pl ant site and of conducting basel ine air and health surveys in the regions
where geothermal developments are likely to occur. Actions are being taken to
establish air emissions and effluent disposal standards for commercial
plants. Numerous public meetings have been conducted within local communities
to discuss the social, environmental and economic impacts of geothermal
development on them and on the State as a whole.

To facilitate the orderly development of geothermal energy in Hawaii, the
State Legislature adopted a number of bills related to this subject in recent
years. Act 135, SLH 1978, granted geothermal developers a favorable (one-half
of one percent) general excise tax rate on the sale of energy produced from
geothermal resources. Most significantly, Act 296, SLH 1983, the Geothermal
Resource Subzone Act (amending Chapter 205, Hawai i Revi sed Statutes [HRS]),
provided for the designation of geothermal resource subzones wherein proposals
for geothermal exploration and development could be considered by appropriate
State and County permitting agencies. This act authorized sub zones to be
established by the State Board of land and Natural Resources (BLNR) in areas
of significant geothermal resources where the potential positive
environmental, economic and social benefits of the development to the State as
a whole outweigh the potential negative environmental and social impacts. Act
151, SLH 1984, amended Section 205-5.1, HRS, by grandfathering areas previously
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granted a geothermal lease or permit. Initial subzones on the Islands of
Hawaii and Maui were designated by the BLNR in the fall of 1984. Additional
subzones are being considered in the Kilauea Middle East Rift and the Kilauea
Southwest Rift Zones.

The 1985 State Legislature also passed a number of measures related directly
or indirectly to geothermal energy. Act 226, SLH 1985, amends Section
205-5.1, HRS, by providing for appeals of decisions by the BLNR and the
Counties in contested case hearings related to geothermal development permits
directly to the Hawaii Supreme Court. Act 138, SLH 1985, requires the BLNR to
fi x the payment of roya1ties to the State for the use of geothermal resources
at a rate which wi 11 encourage new and continued geothermal production, and
authorizes the Board to waive royalty payments when necessary to promote
geothermal development. Act 237 ,SLH 1985, tasks the OPED with facilitating
and coordinating actions by State agencies and the processing of permits.

Commercial Activities

Support provided to date through State and Federal activities has demonstrated
both the presence and the technical feasibility of geothermal energy in
Hawaii, thereby encouraging private interest involvement in development.
Geothermal development would, of course, not occur without the private sector,
which has responded by investing over $20 mi 11 ion to date toward corrmerci a1
development of this energy source.

Presently, there are two joint venture firms actively involved in geothermal
development activities. They are Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV), comprised of
Thermal Power Company, Di 11 ingham Geothermal, Inc., and Amfac Energy, Inc.;
and True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture with Campbell Estate. A third
developer, Barnwell Industries, appears to have withdrawn from active
involvement at this time. PGV is the only developer currently conducting an
active field program of exploration, well drilling and well testing.

The True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture has been involved primarily in the
permitting process and plans to commence exploration activities in mid-1986.
Although others had previously received geothermal exploration permits on
non-Conservation land, True/Mid-Pacific was the first developer to apply (in
1982) to the BLNR for a full-scale geothermal development permit in a
Conservation land district. That application was contested and the resultant
BLNR Decision and Order granted exploration authority only and imposed
forty-three (43) general and specific conditions. The decision and many of
the conditions have been appealed by the developer. Meanwhile, the State
proposed a land exchange which, if consummated, would result in geothermal
development being authorized on lands adjoining the original Kahaua1e ' a
project site. Designation of a portion of State lands in the area as a
geothermal resources subzone is pending the results of a contested case
hearing. Another contested case hearing is expected on the revised
Conservation District Use Application (CDUA) permit to conduct geothermal
operations on the State lands to be exchanged.

III. GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE

Commerci a1 deve1oPR!ent of Hawai i IS geothermal resources is most 1ike1y to
occur on the Islands of Hawaii and Maui, limited by the rate at which supply
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and demand for this energy source can be matched, the avai 1abi 1ity of an
inter-island cable system, and the duration of time taken to resolve the
economic, environmental, legal, and social issues involved.

The non-electric use of geothermal energy in the form of heat has been adopted
successfully in many parts of the world, and appears to have merit for
Hawai i. However, in comparison with electric power generation, direct-use
applications for geothermal heat are not expected to contribute significantly
to the growth of geothermal development in the State.

As stated earlier, an inter-island cable transmission system is a critical
factor which will determine the extent to which geothermal development
occurs. 4 Without a capabil ity for transmitting power to Oahu, geothermal
development on the Islands of Hawaii and Maui will simply not grow beyond that
required to meet the modest needs of those islands.

Anticipated Development to Meet Local Needs

Near-term geothermal development will be severely limited, in the absence of a
transmission system, by local needs. According to HELCO, 12~5 MW of
geothermal power can be accorrmodated by the utility system on the Big Island
in 1988, and an additional 12.5 MW by 1991, to satisfy expected growth in
demand. The possibility exists for a need of an added 25 MW plant by 1994.
Thus, 50 MW of geothermal power could be on line by 1994 to satisfy local
needs. A schedu1e for geotherma1 deve1opment to meet the Big Is1and's needs
is shown on Exhibit 1. Development in excess of these amounts will require
consideration of ear1ier-than-p1anned retirement of HELCO's existing oil-fired
generating units. The utility's present installed capacity is 117 MW.

Maui's potential for geothermal development is considered much less than that
of the Big Island, based on geophysical evidence gathered to date. Therefore,
geothermal development on Maui will probably be limited to meeting the
island's requirements, estimated to be on the order of 25-50 MW capacity by
1995. Maui Electric Company's present installed capacity is 122 MW.

Potential Development to'MeetStateNeeds

Provided that electric power can be economically transmitted to Oahu,
geothermal energy can contribute significantly to the State's overall need for
reducing its dependen~e on imported oil supplies.

Exhibit I illustrates a possible schedule under the most optimistic conditions
for large-scale geothermal development on the Big Island•. It projects that
500 MW of geothermal power can be available for export by 1997, which is
considered to be the most optimistic date at which this magnitude of
geothermal development could occur. While no insurmountable technological
barriers appear to be in the way of fulfilling this schedule, there are many
other issues and problems which must be addressed and resolved if the schedule

4Department of Planning and Economic Development, Geothermal Development in
Hawaii," Volume II, June, 1982.



EXHIBIT I

MOST OPTIMISTIC GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND SCHEDULE

HAWAII COUNTY

ACTIVITY 1985 i 1986 I 1987 i 1988 , 1989 !1990 ! 1991 !1992 !1993 ! 1994 ! 1995 '" 1996 !1997 11998 ! 1999 I 2000 I 2001 - 2009
i

HGP-A On-Line 3
______I___ L_~>I , I- I I I ! ! !

MW
I I I I - - T - - -1- - - r -,or' 1 I I , I
I Begin I 12.5 Mwi 1 I I I , , ,

Explore Construction On-Linel I 1 I 1 I I I
------ ~

'iJ 1 I 1 I 1 I I I
Short-Term I 1 I 1 I I , I I---T-- I I I I 1 I I -Big Island Consu ption

1 I 1 I Begin 12.5 MW 1 , 50 MW
I Explore Construction On-Line , I ,
1- - - ------ ---- 'iJ 'iJ I 1 ,

I 1 I 1 I1- - - T - - -,- - - T - - I I I I 1 1
1 I 1 , I I 1 I I I
I 1 I I I , Begin 25 MW I I
I 1 I 'Explore Construction On-Line 1 I I
I I I , 'iJ 'iJ I I
1 I I ,- - - - - - - - - - I I 1
I I I ,- - - - - - - - - - I I 1 I- I
I I I I I I 1 , I 1 I
1 I I , Complete 1 Begin I I 200 MW 500 MW
1 I , , R&D Program 1 Construction I I On-Line On-Line

HDWC '\1 ______ \7 'iJ V
Program Howe Program Commercial Cable Program I

I I I I I - - -,- - - I I I I I ,
-I I , I , , Begin 50 MW 125 MW

'Explore Construction On-Line On-Line IL_________________ V 'iJ 'iJ I
I- - --1- - - -,- - - T "- - -1- - - I I I

I I I I I
I I 1 I I Begin 50 MW 125 MW I
'Explore Construction On-Line On-Line IL _________________ 'iJ

V 'iJ 1 I
Long-Term I----r---- - - T - - -1- - - I I I Export

I I I I 1 500 MW, ,
I I Begin 50 MW 125 MW I I, I IExplore Construction On-Line On-Line 1 1, , I '\1 'iJ V , I

I , ,- - - - -- I 1 I I
I , ,- - - T -- I I I I I I I 1
I I I I Begin 50 MW 125 MW I 1 I
I I IExplore Construction On-Line On-Line I , I

I , I I 'V 'iJ 'iJ I I 1, I I 1- - - - - - I I 1 I
I , I ,- - - T -- I I I I I ,- I 1
I 1 , I I I I I I I I 1 I

Big Island Consumption: 50 MW - a lon-line by mid-1993. I 1 I 1 I I I
Export Power: Multiple Developers' I , I , , I 1 I I ,

I I Up to 200 MW on-line by 1995. I I I I I I I i I Ii Up to 500 Ml'i on-line by 1997.
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is to be real ized, as wi 11 be discussed in the following section of this
report. The schedule links geothermal development with the inter-island cable
system, suggesting that the two activities must be closely coordinated. The
magnitude of the total investments required to provide a cable system and 500
MW of geothermal power is estimated to be on the order of $2 billion.

Some major assumptions made in developing the above schedule are the following:

1. That sufficient geothermal resources are found to be readily and
economically available on the Big Island.

2. That initial developments to meet local island needs are successful
and are accepted by the public.

3. That the inter-island cable development program establishes the
technical and economic feasibility of a cable system on schedule.

4. That private developers, including investors of financial capital,
are willing to undertake the risk of large-scale exploration and
development in advance of a transmission system being actually in
place, but with essential commitment that the cable will be·
constructed and that land use permits for geothermal development will
have been issued before cable construction.

5. That approval of all subsequently required operational permits for
development is granted expeditiously without undue delays.

6. That other potential legal, institutional and financial barriers are
resolved in a timely manner.

IV. FACTORS INHIBITING GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT

While geothermal resources are considered to be in abundant supply on the Big
Island, and the technology for their use to produce electricity has been
adequately demonstrated, geothermal energy in Hawaii has not developed as
rapidly as was anticipated. Among the more important reasons for this delay
have been the declining trend of world oil prices, organized public
opposition, and regulatory problems encountered by the developers. For these
and other reasons, geothermal development has proven to be a high-cost,
high-risk proposition in which developers may become discouraged and look
elsewhere for other investment opportunities, as has already occurred locally.

There are numerous barriers to geothermal development, many of which are not
discussed below because they are subject to little or no influence by actions
of State or County Governments. Those barriers consi dered appropri ate for
disussion in this report are categorized as follows:

1. Technological

2. Economic/Financial

3. Environmental/Safety

4. Institutional/Social

___~ iii_
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Exhibit II contains a 1ist of non-technological barriers to alternate energy
development which were identified in an earl ier report submitted by OPED to
the Thirteenth State Legislature. S Many of those barriers are applicable to
geotherma1 deve1opment .'

Technological Barriers

An important technological barrier faced by developers is the lack of adequate
information and understanding concerning the physical characteristics and
dynamics of Hawai i I S geothermal reservoirs, especi ally their 1ife and
reliability.

Current geothermal energy drill ing practices have been 1arge ly adapted from
the technology of oil and water drilling. However, the environment of
geothermal resources, which are characterized by elevated temperatures, hard
abrasive rock, and corrosive chemicals contained in the brine requires
specialized equipment and 'modified procedures. The developer faces other
techni ca1 problems which relate to the energy convers ion and envi ronmenta1
control systems of a geothermal power plant, ~ll of which add to the risk and
cost of development.

Economic/Financial Barriers

Geothermal developers must establish the long-term economic viability of their
developments involving high initial costs. Their analyses must be based on
risky fuel oil price projections for many years ahead which mayor may not
materialize. They must make speculative judgments concerning the availability
and economics of a cable transmission system, and address the problem of how a
cable system can be justified and installed before geothermal power for
transmission is available, or how geothermal energy can be developed before a
cable system is in place. Geothermal development and the cable system can be
economic only when they are developed in conjunction with each other, and the
problem is compounded because of the long lead times involved with both.

Beyond the problem of establishing economic feasibility, the developer must
seek and obtain financial commitments of many millions of dollars from
investors in competition with other investment opportunities which may be
available. Geothermal development by its very nature is financially risky,
requiring substantial investment just to prove the availability of the
resource. Each uncertainty increases the fi nanti a1 ri sl< of a development,
adversely affecting the availability and cost of financing.

In spite of the above, there is no indication that additional economic
incentives prOVided by government beyond those already granted are necessary
for the rapid progress of geothermal development in the State.

5Report to the Thirteenth State Legislature in Response to House
ConcurrentResolutionNo.lzlRequesting·Rawaii i s Utllity Companies to Take
Greater Ettorts to' Encourage theoevelopment'otAlternate £nergySources,
OPED, December 1984.
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EXHIBIT 11*

Economic Barriers:

- Relatively higher risks of developmental technologies without commensurate
rate of return

- Existence of adequate oil-fired generating capacity
- High initial capital cost and unavailability of reasonably priced financing
- Uncertain future oil price
- Lack of clear utility rate structure policies
- Competition with other land/resource users
- Continued Federal subsidization of conventional fuels
- Uncertain status of tax credits

Institutional/Social Barriers:

- Lack of public awareness
- Difficulty in obtaining financing and insurance
- Zoning and building code limitations and conflicts
- Lengthy permit review process .
- Lack of utility cooperation with small power producers
- Lack of direction and support by PUC
- Lack of technical servicing capability
- Opposition by local citizen groups

Environmental/Safety Barriers:

- Impacts on air quality
- Impacts on flora and fauna
- Climatological impacts
- Health risks
- Water and thermal pollution
- Safety hazards
- Visual impacts
- Other unresolved environmental impacts

*From Report to the Thirteenth State legislature in Reseonse to House
Concurrent Resolution No. 121 RequestingHawaii'sUtil,ty Companies to Take
Greater Efforts to Encourage the Development of Alternate Energy Sources,
OPED, December 1984.
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Environmental/Safety Barriers

Environmental/safety issues which have been raised with respect to geothermal
development include the following:

1. Emission of compounds or chemicals, such as hydrogen sulfide, which
may impact on local environments and human health.

2. Noise pollution associated with exploration and drilling, well
venting, and operational processes which, if uncontrolled, may have
adverse effects on animals and human health.

3. Contamination of water supplies resulting from surface or underground
releases of large volumes of spent geothermal fluids.

4. Geological hazards.

5. Conflicts with other land uses such as for wildlife, agriculture,
conservation and recreation.

6. Safety and occupational health problems which may arise if high
pressure, corrosive geothermal fluids are not properly handled.

These and other concern s are not uni que to Hawa i i but have been encountered
elsewhere and resolved satisfactorily. Unless resolved, mitigated or accepted
locally, they can result in significant delays in geothermal development.

Institutional/Social Barriers

For the purposes of this report, the most important barriers to rapid
development of geothermal energy in the State are considered to be
institutional and social. The following are some of those barriers which have
been identified:

1. Local community group opposition to geothermal development.

2. Delays and costs resulting from contested case hearings and judicial
appeals attendant to the granting of permits.

3. Overly restrictive conditions imposed on land use permits for
geothermal development.

4. Overl apping jurisdiction of regul atory bodies involved in the
regulation of geothermal activities.

5. The absence of definitive processing rules to guide developers on the
order in which the many permits required should be obtained.

6. Lack of definition for permitting purposes of the various stages of
geothermal development, and uncertainty over the level of development
that can be authorized under a single land use permit.
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7. Uncertainty whether a single land use permit will be issued by the
BLNR or the County to cover both exp1orat ion and development
activities.

8. Unreasonable and uneconomic limits which may be imposed on the size of
development allowed under a single permit.

9. Lack of agency staff technical expertise and experience to properly
evaluate proposed developments.

Geothermal development on the Island of Hawaii has been met with vigorous
opposition on the part of local conmunity groups determined to stop any
development from occurring or to control its growth. Arguments used by these
groups to oppose development have usually been based on environmental, health,
cultural, religious and economic grounds (see list above under
Environmental/Safety .Barrriers). Furthermore, the question of whether
resldents near development sltes should be compensated has been raised.
Unless these issues are resolved in a timely manner, geothermal develoment can
be tied up for years by any small group expressing its opposition through the
many admini strative and judici al avenues avail ab le. Of those, the contested
case hearing process creates the greatest uncertainty for developers as this
process can cause unpredictable delays and expense.

While recent legislation passed by the State Legislature has been intended to
establish the validity of geothermal development as an authorized use of land
in subzones within any 1and use district, there remain serious uncertainties
related to actions by the regulatory bodies in support of this policy:

- Whether a single land use permit that covers both exploration and
development activities will be granted by the permitting authority.

- What limits might be imposed on the level of geothermal development that
can be authorized under a single land use permit.

- What extraordinary technical conditions might be imposed in a land use
permit for geothermal development which are more appropriately addressed
in operations type permits which are subsequently required.

From the developer's perspective, geothermal exploration, field development6
and production constitute a continuum of activities which must be considered
together. For example, a developer wants some reasonable assurance that he
would be allowed to develop a resource before he undertakes exploratory
drill ing involving considerable cost. This assurance has not been given. In
approving a CDUA for geothermal development on the Island of Hawaii, the BLNR
limited the developer's activities exclusively to baseline and exploratory

6A field development is composed of geothermal wells, resource pipelines,
production equipment, roads, electrical transmission lines and other
facilities which are necessary to supply geothermal energy to a power
plant. It may be practical to combine field development and power plant
development stages.
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actions, stating that the approval "shou1d not be construed as vesting any
right nor creating any expectation of approval to develop geothermal reso~rces
for commercial purposes in this area."

An argument advanced by those opposing geothermal deve10ment would restrict
geothermal development to that level of energy production required to satisfy
local island needs, without consideration for the possible transmission of
power to other islands. A policy which limits geothermal development to such
an extent would quickly extinguish further serious efforts by developers, and
be contrary to the long-range goals of the State.

In assessing the opportunity of developing geothermal energy in Hawaii,
geothermal developers must give careful consideration to industry cost
factors, operations experience, practices and standards as well as Federal,
State and County regulatory policies, standards and procedures. When a land
use permitting authority in issuing a permit attaches extraordinary conditions
which are unexpected, could not reasonably be foreseen, and which are not
based on accepted industry standards or scientific principles, those
conditions can threaten the economic viability and success of a project.

Major difficulties appear to exist within the permitting process. As shown on
Exhibit III, 24 different permits 7 have been identified which may be related
to geothermal development. Thirteen of these permits involve State agencies
and 11 require action by the County Government. Rules and regulations for
some of the permi ts have yet to be adopted.' They inc1ude geothermal-re1ated
air quality standards, and rules for County Geothermal Resource Permits.
Several permits may require duplicative consideration, including multiple
hearings, of similar issues. While the permits are distinct in their purpose,
they require duplicative information subject to separate reviews and
interpretations. For example, the Geothermal Plan of Operations, which was
apparently intended to be the basic and principal operating document between
the State and the developer, requires information which may be also required
by the Well Drilling Permit and the Mining Lease. There may also be
overl apping authority between State and County authorities since the Mining
Lease, Plan of Operations, Drilling Permit, and Authority to Construct address
issues that may again be consi dered by the County in the Geothermal Resource
and other permits when the development is on non-conservation district lands.

No mechani sm exi sts to ensure that the permitting process is streaml ined to
facil itate development. No definitive guidel ine is available to inform the
developer on what order the various permits should be obtained. No single
agency has been empowered with the authority necessary to insure that timely
and consistent actions by the regulatory bodies are taken.

There is a lack of clear cut responsibilities assigned to the various State
and County agencies involved in regulatory activities. For example, it is not
clear as to what extent a board regulating land use should be concerned with
the detailed health impacts of a development when there are established
standards a developer must meet and other agencies are responsible for the

7This has, for discussion purposes, been based on Hawaii County's permit
processes. A similar number of permits would probably be applicable for a
development in Maui County.



EXHIBIT II 1*

PERMIT TYPES RELATED TO GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
STATE OF HAWAII

*Original table was compiled by Bechtel Group, Inc., for Thermal Power Company, March 1984 and
updated by OHM inc., with reference to "Handbook of Federal, State and County Permits Relevant to
Geothermal Development in Hawaii," by Leslie M. Kajiwara and Donald M. Thomas, March 1982.



PROCESSING TIME
PUBLIC

TYPE AGENCY MINIMUM AVERAGE HEARING ENABLING LEGISLATION

Geotherma1 We 11 OLNR 2 mos. 2 mos. No Ch. 177, 178 &182, ~RS.
Drilling Permit

Administrative Rules, Title 13,
Ch. 183, Sub Ch. 8.

Modification of OLNR 2 mos. 2 mos. No Ch. 177, 178 &182, HRS.
Geotherma1 Well
for Injection Use Administrative Rules, Title 13,
Permit Ch. 183, Sub Ch. 8 &9.

Abandonment of OLNR 2 mos. 2 mos. No Ch. 177, 178, 182, HRS. I....
Geothermal Well ~

I

Permit Administrative Rules, Title 13,
Ch. 183, Sub Ch. 8 &11.

Permit to Drill, OLNR 1 mo. 1 mo. No Ch. 177, 178, HRS.
[Deepen, Redrill,
Plug or Alter] a Administrative Rules, Title 13,
Water Well [and Ch. 166, Sub Ch. 8.
to Install, Replace,
or Modify a Pump]

Designated Ground DLNR 3 mos. 3 mos. Admin. Ch. 177, HRS.
Water Control Area hearing
Use Permit upon Applies to Geothermal operations

request liquid-dominated hydrothermal
of someone. systems in designated areas.

Page 2 of 5



PROCESSING TIME
PUBLIC

TYPE AGENCY MINIMUM AVERAGE HEARING ENABLING LEGISLATION

Authority to Construct DOH 3 mos. 3 mos. Normally Clean Air Amendments of 1977,
Permit and Permit to NO but if Public Law No. 95-95.
Operate (Air Quality) (+EPA) someone

requests Ch. 342, HRS.
they may
hold one. Administrative Rules, Title 11,

Ch. 59 &60.

6 mos. 6 mos. 40 CFR 52.21, Prevention of
Significant Deterioration.

Underground Injection DOH 3 mos. 3 mos. If in Ch. 340E, HRS. I-Control Permit USDW area (J1
I

Approval to &depends Administrative Rules, Title 11,
Construct, Approval on pup1ic Ch. 23.
to Operate comments.

40 CFR 122 & 146, State Under-
ground Injection Control
Programs.

Variance from DOH 3 mos. 3 mos. Up to Ch. 342, HRS.
Pollution Conto1s (concurrent Director
Zone of Mixing w/Federa1 based on Public Health Regulations,
(Water Standards permit) Ch. 54. Ch. 54
Variance) Notice

comments.

Air Standards DOH 3 mos. 3 mos. Administrative Rules, Title 11,
Ch. 59 &60.

Page 3 of 5



*May or may not be applicable.
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protect i on of health. Yet, 1and use boards have exami ned these issues at
length in determining the appropriate use of land. The confusion over the
separate and distinct functions of land use and health regulation adds to the
uncertainties imposed on the developer in the permit process.

Exhibit IV lists the State and County permits in hierarchical order. It
suggests that the CDUA or the geothermal resource permit could serve as the
focus, or "master permit, II for a coordinated permit process. Under current
law, the CDUA is administered by the BlNR, a State agency, while the Count¥ is I

respon . issuin the geothermal r ce ermit. lliile both permits
e a parallel purpose, e requ rements for one an differ from and..~ :

~~~~~~~s~~nin:~ ;~n::neta~thl~p·act I~t~:~m:::n(EsI~g)ge:htiec~ ~~~\ db~;h m~~~~~~~e~h~~.<III:':bll:I.j.··._,
disclosure and baseline document as the permit process proceeded. The EIS
would be supplemented periodically with additional information as it became
available and necessary for subsequent permit applications. County of Hawaii
officials have furthermore raised the argument that, since geothermal
development will impact the County regardless of the land district in which it
takes pl ace, the County should have the authority to require a geothermal
resource permit for all such projects. This. would require that both permits
be obtained for a geothermal development on conservation land, or that the
requirement for the CDUA in this case be removed through legislative action in
favor of the geothermal resource permit issued by the County.

A geothermal developer would want the Hawaii Public Utilities COIIII1iss;on's
approval of its contract to sell power to a utility before proceeding with
power plant construction.

The provision for contested case hearings in the regulatory process can be a
significant barrier to geothermal development. In the case of the geothermal
resource subzone designation process, there is some confusion over whether a
contested case hearing was intended to be provided at all by the legislature.
However, it has been provided for in the administrative rules of the BlNR on
this matter. As contrasted with public hearings, which are quasi-legislative
in nature, contested case hearings are quasi-judicial and subject to appeal to
a reviewing court. The mere filing of an appeal, even for frivolous or
capricious reasons, can cast a cloud over a development and disable it for at
least two years. Conceivably, there is a potential for seven separate
judicial appeals on a single project, including six appeals for each stage of
development and one during the establishment of a geothermal resource subzone.

In contrast to Hawaii, California has adopted regulatory policies for
geothermal development which streamline the permitting process by identifying
agencies with lead responsibi1 ities, requiring standardization, and limiting
the time which agencies may have to make their decisions. A description of
California1s approach to regulation of geothermal developments is contained in
Appendix 2.

Cal iforni a State 1aw separates the permitting process into distinct phases:
exploration, field development, and power plant development. While such an
approach seems to be reasonable and effective in California, there are vital
differences in the land use regulatory system between Hawai i and Cal iforni a
that makes the transposition of that State1s approach to Hawaii undesirable.



EXHIBIT IV HIERARCHICAL RELATIONSHIP OF PERMITS

BLNR

Geothermal Resource Subzone

Conservation Non -Conse rva t ion
District District

BLNR COUNTY
CDUA Permit Geoth. Resource Permi t

DLNR DOH COUNTY

Permits Permi ts Permi ts

Permi t Type

(Land Use)

(Land Use)

(Admi ni ste ri a1)

I1.0
I

Exploration
Plan of Operation
Mining Lease
Well Drilling
Modif. for Injection
Permi t to Dri 11
Ground Water Control

Authority to Construct
Permi t to Operate
Underground Injection Con.
Variance from Poll. Con.
Air Standards

Plan Approval
Buil ding
Electrical
Plumbing
Grading
Grubbing
Stockpil i ng
Outdoor Lighting
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For example, in California there are no legal requirements for conteste~e~ •
proceedings in the permit process. In contrast to Hawaii's system which •
requi res drawn out quas i -judici al and adversari al proceedings, decisions in ,i~
Ca1Horni a are of aquas i -1 egi slat i ve nature and are made in the framework of U0, 1
public hearings. Thus decision-making is made relatively uncomplicated and~f,J,J ..,
short in duration, in spite of the multiple regulatory bodies involved. ~~

Also in California, members and staff of the regulatory bodies are well
trained and experienced with all aspects of geothermal development. As a
result, developers can work with a greater degree of certainty in knowing what
regul atory requirements will have to be satisfied and what decisions will be
made. In comparison, Hawaii's regulatory boards have had little experience
with geothermal activities and, as a result, their decisions may be
unpredictable and overly conservative.

There is an urgent need to provide regulatory agencies with technical
expertise in all aspects of geothermal development. These agencies lack
adequate technical knowledge and experience to effectively evaluate the
technical merits and concerns of a geothermal project. As a result,
uncertainties arise over what developers can expect from them, and the entire
process tends to become bogged down and del ayed. The regul atory bodies can
obtain the expertise from consultants until their own staffs have gained the
requisite knowledge and experience.

v. RECOMMENDED ACTIONS TO EXPEDITE GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT

Each branch of government, various parts of the private sector and the public,
all have important contributions to make in facil itating geothermal
development in balance with environmental and other societal concerns. They
all must begin with an appreciation of the urgent need for the State to reduce
its dangerous dependence on oil for its energy supply. There must also be
corrmon understanding and acceptance of the need to develop geothermal energy
in the State to solve Hawaii's energy problem.

As discussed throughout this report, many technical, economic, environmental
and institutional issues may arise in the development of geothermal energy
which need to be resolved for this technology to, fulfill its important role.
Listed below are recommended actions considered important in facilitating the
rapid progress of geothermal development:

1. Support the development and installation of an inter-island electrical
transmission system as soon as practicable.

2. Streamline the permitting process by:

a. Establishing clear guidelines on the responsibilities and scope of
activities to be undertaken by land use and regulatory bodies.

b. Requiring land use bodies to exclude from their decisions any
conditions or standards (1) that are the responsibility of other
agencies or (2) that can be imposed through administrative
procedures under existing departmental rules.

C-'---4"
~
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c. Utilizing the CDUA permit or the geothermal resource permit, as
applicable, to serve as a "master permit II in further permitting
actions related to the development.

d. Designating a lead agency empowered to ensure effective
coordination of the regulatory bodies involved. Alternatively;
providing for the coordination of line agencies in State and
County Governments responsible for actions related to ge~therma.J... .__
development from within the Governor's and Mayor's offlces a~
appropri ate. -.------- .

e. Imposing specific time limits for decision-making by the
regulatory bodies.

f. Completing work to establish geothermal-related air quality and
emission standards and rules governing County Geothermal Resource
Permits as soon as possible.

3. Reduce the number of opportunities for contested case hearings and
judicial appeals by: .-

a. Removing the provision for contested case hearings from tAt: ,
subzone designation process.

4.

5.

6.

7.

(

b. Where contested case hearings 'are granted, limiting parties~
eli gi b1e to request such hearings to: (1) agencies of State ana . f~
County Governments; (2) any person who has property interest 1n.f~
the land under consideration; and (3) any other person who can ~.,
demonstrate that a constitutional right or privilege would be lost ~ •
or denied if the permit is granted.

c. Requiring payment of legal costs and damages by parties makin"'g~ ..J4
appeals when such appeals are found to be made for vexatious o~~~.
frivolous reasons. J\',-_,r

~~-
Require land use decisions for geothermal development activities to be ~~?
limited to the level and overall scope of the activities proposed, '7'1
tak i nginto considerat i on the appropr i ateness of the proposed
activities and an assessment of their impacts on surrounding land use
or planned uses, subject to their compliance with all applicable
requirements of regulatory agencies.

Evaluate the adequacy of existing regional baseline environmental data
and establish and maintain a monitoring program to obtain the
information required.

Provide adequate resources to increase the technical capabilities of
regulatory bodies and their staffs.

Encourage the timely resolution of conflicts between developers and
local opposition groups by providing for early public input on the
various aspects· of geothermal development, and by resolving disputes
through non-judicial means such as mediation and arbitration wherever
possible.

--~-------------~---------------------_....-
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TIfIRTEENTH'" LEGISLATl'RE, 19 '''85
STATE OF HAWAII

.' (Tn bt mad~ nn~ and RVtn copi~)

"'IU: SlNATt:

REQUESTING THE DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
TO EXPEDITE GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT.

WHEREAS, the State of Rawaii contains some of the most
promising sites for geothermal development in the world: and

WHEREAS, Hawaii's vast potential of geothermal energy
renair.s virtually untapped, despite almost a decade of
optimistic pronouncements concerning the benefits of this
a1 ternate energy source: and '.

WHEREAS, geothermal technology and exploitation has
progress~d, mainly outside the State of Rawaii, while
geothermal development in the State has yet to advance beyond a
very basic exploratory phase: and

WHEREAS, although some of the delay In geothermal
development can be attributed to declining world oil prices,
another factor retarding geothermal development has been the
failure of the State and county agencies to finalize rules and
regulati~ns governing geothermal resources: and

WHt~EAS, the Department of Planning and Economic
Development 1s the State's lead agency in the establishment of
geothermal energy 1n Hawaii: now, therefore.

BE IT RESOLVED by the Senate of the Thirteenth Legislature
of the State of Rawaii, Regular Session of 1985, that the
Department of Planning and Economic Development expedite the
dev-: ~.~pm~nt of geotherlftal resources, taking all necessary
acti~- including the preparation of a geothermal implementation
plan and schedUle: and

- BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Department of Planning and
Economic Development's geothermal implementation plan shall
in'. lude:

1532E
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1) identification of factors inhibiting progre~s as well
as suggestions for expediting development:

2) a status report on all State and county regulations
and a comparative analysis of the regulatory schemes
of jurisdictions in which geothermal resources are
presently being utilized: and

3) recommendations for necessary action to expedite
\mplementation of geothermal development, including a
recommended schedule: and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that all State and county agencies
are urged to cooperate fully in the formulation of the
development plan: and

.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that· the Department of Planning and

Economic Development submit the geothermal implementation plan
and schedule to the Legislature no. later than twenty days prior
to the convening of the Regular Session of 1986: and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that certified copies of this
resolution be transmitted to the Directors of the departments
of Planning and Economic Development, Health, Land and Natural
Resources, Commerce and Consumer Affairs, the President of the
University of Hawaii, and the Mayors of the Counties of Hawaii
and Maui.

1532E
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REGULATION OF GEOTHERMAL DEVElOPMENT IN CALIFORNIA

STATE LEVEL

California State law (AS 2644), effective January 1, 1979, defined three
stages of geothermal development: exploration, field development, and the
power plant. State law designates the California Division of Oil and Gas
(CDOG) as the lead agency for exploratory projects. (The lead agency is the
one with the greatest responsibility for approving the project.) The CooG is
responsible for public and agency review and approval or disapproval for the
project within 135 days of the receipt of the application for such project. A
County agency is the lead agency for field development projects and for power
plants with a capacity of less than 50 megawatts (MW). The California Energy
Commission' governs the siting of geothermal power plants over 50 MW. Page 27
summarizes the type of activities and their governing lead agencies.

For a field development, a variety of governmental agencies are responsible
for evaluating and regulating geothermal activities. All geothermal projects
requ i re several permits and include an env i ronmenta1 rev i ew. However, the
Permit Streamlining Act (also know as AS 884) and the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) require public agencies to follow a standardized process.
The Act also specifies that the lead agency must complete its review of a
permit application and make its decision on the project within one year of the
day an application is accepted.

Page 28 summarizes types of permits for which various agencies are
responsible. Page 29 defines permit agencies depending on the type of
activities involved.

COUNTY LEVEL

Generally, the County Planning Department is the lead agency for field
development projects. The Lake County Planning Department has, therefore,
prepared a Geothermal Permit Handbook in coordination with the various
agencies involved. The handbook is a complete guideline explaining various
procedures for a geothermal resource development.

The permitting procedures developed and followed by the various California
agencies over the past 20 years have been proven effective, as evidenced by
the number of geothermal power plants presently in operation, under
construction or in the planning stages. As resource information became
available through closely monitored and controlled development, or as problems
arose, initially developed preliminary rules, regulations and procedures were
modified to accommodate continued, environmentally sound, geothermal
development.
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LEAD AGENCY DETERMINATION BY PROPOSED ACTIVITY
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Proposed Activity

An exploratory geothermal well is drilled to
discover or evaluate the presence of either
low temperature or high temperature
geothermal energy. The surface location of
the well is at least one-half mile from the
surface location of an existing well capable
of producing geothermal energy in commercial
quantities.

A development well is drilled for the purpose
of producing either high- or low-temperature
geothermal energy in commercial quantities.

A field development project is composed of
geothermal wells. resource pipelines.
production equipment. roads. electrical
transmission lines and other facilities which
are necessary to supply geothermal energy to
any particular heat utilization equipment for
its productive life. all within an area
delineated by the applicant.

Any electrical generating facility using
geothermal energy with a generating
capacity of less than 50 megawatts.

Any electrical generating facility using
geothermal energy. with a generating
capacity of 50 megawatts or more, and any
facilities appurtenant thereto.
Exploratory. development. and production
wells, resource pipelines. and other
related facilities used in connection
with a geothermal field development
project are not appurtenant facilities for
the purposes of this definition.

Lead Agency

California Division
of Oil and Gas

County

County

County

California Energy
Conmission
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PERMlmNG AGENCIES FOR AFFECTED NATURAL RESOURCES
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Natural
Resource

Air

Fish and Wild
life Habitat

Water

Land

Noise

Permitting Agency

County Air Pollution
Control District

California Department
of Fi sh and Game

California Regional Water
Quality Control Boards
Central Valley Region

State Water Resources
Control Boards Division
of Water Rights

County Planning Department

County Building Department

County Planning Department

County Air Pollution
Control District

Possible-Permits

Authority to Construct and
(once constructed) Permit to
Operate for activities emit
ting pollutants to the
atmosphere.

Stream or Lake Alteration
Agreements for activities in
streams s channels or lakes.

Waste Discharge Requirements.

Permit to Appropriate Water
and Statement of Diversion
and Use for activities
diverting surface water not
previously appropriated.

Use Permit.

Building Permits Use Permit
Enforcement.

Use Permit.

Noise Enforcement.
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PERMITTING AGENCIES FOR VARIOUS ACTIYITIES
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Act ivity

Temperature
gradient hole

Geotherma1
well drill ing

Geothermal
well dri 11 ing
on Federal lands

E1 ectri cal
transmission
lines

Power plant
under 50 MW

Power plant
over 50 MW

Agency

California Division of Oil
and Gas

County Planning Department

California Division of Oil
and Gas

County Planning Department
County Air Pollution

Control District (APCD)
State Lands Commission

Bureau of Land Managemen~

County Planning Department
California Energy

Conmnission

Pub1ic Ut 11 it ies
Commission

County Planning Department
County APCD

County APCD

California Energy
Commission

Pub1ic Ut11 it ies
Conrnission

Possible Permits

Minor Use Permit .

Geothermal Well Permit

Use Permit
Authority to Construct.
Permit to Operate
Geothermal Exploration or
Prospecting Permit

Various permits
Contact Bureau of Land

Management

Use Permit
Notice of Intention.
Application for

Certification
Certificate of Public

Convenience and
Necessity

Use Permit
Authority to Construct.
Permit to Operate

Determination of
Compliance.

Permit to Operate
Notice of Intention.
Application for

Certification
Certificate of Public

Convenience and
Necessity
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Projections of local job opportunit e expected to result from the State's
energy program are forthcoming fro the DPED Hawaii Integrated Energy

'Assessment Project. Presently available data indicates that approximately
700 jobs have been created as a result of the expanding solar water heating
industry.6

D. OVERVIE\~ OF E~GY IN HAWAII

The energy situation is described in this section in terms of the following:

• Energy supply, sources, and service system characteristics

• Energy consumption patterns

• Outlook for Hawaii's future energy situation

An additional consideration which figures significantly in Hawaii's energy
situation is governmental organization and management of energy programs.
Energy organization is the topic of Chapter Six.

DCl). ENERGY SUPPLY AND ASSOCIATED FACILITY SYSTEMS

Total Energy Supply

Current energy needs are met through the use of petroleum products and
elect rieity . In viewing petroleum and electricity supply systems together,
a composi te. picture of the State's energy mix can be examined. This
analysis reveals that Hawaii currently obtains about 92 percent of its
energy supply from petroleum. The remainder consists of energy supplied
from indigenous energy resources. which are utilized to generate electricity:
Seven percenL from the combustion of biomass--mainly bagasse--and one
percent from stream-harnessed hydropower. In contrast, the nation as a
whole derives only 47 percent of its energy from petroleum as depicted in
Figure 1.

Clearly, any shortages in pe~roleum would have a much more devastating
impact on the Hawaiian economy~than on the u.S. Mainland economy. A nation
wide 20 percent cut in petroleum supply would decrease the mainland's total
energy supply by only 9.5 percent. When other sources of energy are
substituted, the actual energy shortage would be lessened. A similar 20
percent cut in petroleum supply for Hawaii, however, would result in an

'. almost full 20 percent ..energy shortage, with no readily available substitute
. sources.

6Forthcoming publication for the DPED Center for Science Policy and
Technology Assessment, "An Index of Solar Companies in the State of
Hawaii," prepared by Donald Alldredge.

III-S



FIGURE 1:

SOURCES OF ENERG~
HAWAII VERSUS THE U.S.,1976

HAWAII
1976

U.S.
1976

I
I

\
!

I

Sourc.e: Deportment of Planning ond Economic Development. Stote Energy Offel. Enerqy Use in Howaii. tQoember 1977
o

Petroleum Imports

Hawaii's economic vulnerability is better understood through data on the
origin of petroleum imports. Current records document that about 63 percent
of the State's crude oil and petroleum products supply is shipped directly
from foreign sources. Additionally, most of the petroleum products arriving
from u.s. Mainland refineries originate in foreign countries, with the amount
approaching 20 percent of the total State oil imports. 7 Examining this
data in light of the growing political instability of many oil producing
nations indicates the likelihood of severe economic impacts occurring in the
State from oil market dislocations.

7A more precise approximation of this amount is not available due to the
difficulties inherent in petroleum shipments monitoring.
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1m lementationConsiderations for Ocean Thermal Ener OTEC has a number
of technical shortcomings including low ef iciency as low as 1-2\), high
capital costs, biofouling, corrosion, cleaning techniques, heat transfer and
suitable materials. Another inherent problem is the limited number of sites
that are both close to land and to power demand centers.

Geothermal EnergylS

Definition. Geothermal energy is defined as that energy derived from
subsurface groundwaters having temperatures higher than the local ambient
surface temperatures. The source of the heat energy in Hawaii's geothermal
systems is entirely of volcanic origin being derived from slowly cooling
magma bodies which have been injected into the rift zones of Hawaii's
volcanic systems. The range of groundwater termperatures available for use
as heat resources extends from below boiling to as high as 675°F (358°C).

Recovery. Heat energy from thermal grolDldwaters is recovered by drilling
into the geothermal reservoir and allowing the natural boiling process to
bring the high temperature fluids to the surface. Lower temperature fluids
(sub-boiling) can be recovered using high temperature submersible pumps.

Application. The potential applications for geothermal energy include the
generation of electrical power from the high temperature steam, and the
direct application of steam and hot water in sugar millling and refining, in
ethanol production, and in a variety of other heat intensive industrial and
agricultural processes.

Resource Location and Magnitude. There is presently only one proven high
temperature resource in Hawaii. This resource is located in the Puna
district on the island of Hawaii and has been demonstrated to have a
reservoir temperature of at least 675°F at a depth of 6,450 feet by the
exploration well HGP-A. This well is presently under development as a pilot
demonstration project and, when complete, will produce approximately 3 MW
of electrical power. Commercial exploration and development of the Puna
geothermal resource is also presently underway. The capacity of the geo
thermal resource in the Puna area and along the east rift of Kilauea volcano
has been estimated, on the basis of presently available data, to have a
capacity of approximately 3500 MW centuries. This capacity is equivalent to
three times the State's present electrical demand for approximately one
hundred years. Preliminary geothermal resource exploration studies are
presently being conducted in several other locations on the islands of

, Ibwaii, Maui, and Oahu. Twenty areas within the State have been identified
for potential exploration (see Figure 23); however, no more than four or
five areas on the islands of Hawaii and Maui (areas '1, 2, 3, 8 and 9) are
considered to have promise as sources for electrical generation quality
steam. The remainder may have promise as lower temperature thermal resources
for use in direct heat applications.

I
I

I
I,

l5Source: Dr. Donald Thomas, University of Hawaii, Hawaii Institute of
Geophysics, July 1980.
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. 1m lementation Considerations for G othermal Ener The technology
~a";:'s:;so::::c;:-:1r:a:-;t:-::eT7w:11~t1:h-:::t:r:h~e~u~t~i~1:":i:':za~t;';i;::'0-n-='o';f~\~e'::;o~he::rma':'::;':"::l:=-=r-e-s'::'o:':u'::;r:"ceLes in both electrieal
and direct-use applications is in dvanced state of development; geo
thermal energy is pr~sent1y being r uced and applied in more than 20
countries world-wide.
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Investor-perceived risks associated with developing a geothermal reservoir
are quite high. The perceived seismic and volcanic hazards associated with
siting a geothermal facility within a volcanic rift zone have proven
difficult to overcome; however, in the event of a geothermal discovery in a
rift system less active than the Kilauea east rift, the perceived hazards
will be considerably reduced. Major financial risks are also associated
with siting a geothermal facility on a reservoir of uncertain and indefinite
longevi ty. The present state of the art of reservoir engineering and
assessment cannot provide more than a very broad estimate of a reservoir's
longevity or potential without a substantial investment in reservoir
drilling and testing; thus it is very difficult to obtain venture capital
for a major ·geotherma1 installation on a newly discovered reservoir.

The U. S. Department of Energy, however, does offer financial assistance in
the following respects:

• A loan guarantee program for development of high temperature
geothermal resources which can cover up to 90\ of the
developer's capital costs; and

• A User Coupled Confirmation Drilling Program for development of
geothermal resources for direct heat usage which provides
funding based on the success of a drilling operation.

The first program has been ongoing for several years, while the time frame
for the second program is presently scheduled only for the first nine months
of 1980. The loan guarantee program, in partiCUlar, shows promising signs
for stimulating resource development.

A further barrier to geothermal development in Hawaii arises from the
isolation of the presently known resource from the major demand areas for
electrici ty. The present market for electric power in Hawaii County is
approximately 25 MW; exploitation of the Puna reservoir beyond this capacity
wlll require either· the development of a large scale energy intensive
industry such as manganese nodule refining and/or the emplacement of an
interisland electrical cable to transmit power to the major popUlation
centers on Maui and Oahu.

Another impediment to development of geothermal resources in Hawaii arises
from the resource ownership issue. Act 241, SLH 1974, defines the resource
as "mineral," thus including it wi thin the reserved mineral rights of the
State~ However, the State has made land grants in the past which contain no
express retention of mineral rights, and ownership is in question in several
areas. Potential geothermal developers have proven to be very reluctant to
proceed with resource exploration and exploitation under such uncertain
conditions.

III- 59
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Concern also exists over the social impacts to residents in the vicinity of
the Kapoho geothermal reservoir on Hawaii. To address this concern, a
native Hawaiian organization, the Puna Hui Ohana, has Wldertaken a social
impact study as part of t~ State's geothermal commercialization program.
An informative symposium was also held on Hawaii in June 1980, and a public
awareness fact book on geothermal energy in Hawaii has been prepared.

as a replacement for fossil fuels in electric generati
onsidered a viable alternate energy technology for Hawaii wit

years. Economic and environmental feasibility are t

The follow· g discussion
ear power in

• The sma electric market area on each isl ,and in the state
as a whol will preclude the realization favorable economies
of scale r nuclear technology befor the year 2000. The
marginal lev of economic feasibility or nuclear plants is in
the 500 to 600 egawatt size range. is capacity would provide
about half the 1 0 projected peak 1 d for Oahu, which according
to good utility actice is abov: the desired level for any
single plant. Reser require- m ts make it necessary for every
plant to have duplica e back-u capacity in case of emergency;
the favored system is 0 e in hich no plant carries more than
twenty percent of the pe oad. The costs of nuclear plants
are increasing rapidly. P nts which cost $200/KW a few years
ago will cost $600/KW nex ye and are expected to cost $1800/KW
by 1990.16 l~ile it 1S po ible that in the twenty-first
century peak demand w· 1 make n lear power economic in Hawaii,
these factors preve it from b oming conunercia1ly attractive
before that time.

• Other cOWltrie, such as Canada, c struct smaller capacity
nuclear plant , however, these systems not meet U.S. standards
and are not pproved for use in this CoWl y.

• The iss s of safety and. disposal of nu ear waste are not
resolv at the national level. Most nucl r waste products
have radiation half-life of approximately irty years. In
Ba i, additional problems are posed by th lack of large
u ·nhabited areas suitable for waste storage. Th e are also no

rthquake fault-free areas where a plant could confidently
established.

16K nneth F. Weaver, "The Promise and Peril of Nuclear Energy," Nation
eo ra hic, April 1979, p. 486.
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COMMENTS OR ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS RAISED BY MR. ONO AND MR. HAMASU II
( REGAR~ING REPORT IN RESPONSE TO S~NATE RESOLUTION NO. 140 )

1. DID WE PARTICIPATE IN THE PREPARATION OF THIS REPORT? II NO, DOWALD DID NO:
PARTICIPATE IN THE PREPARATION, HOWEVER REQUESTS FOR COMMENTS ON THE REPORT
WERE SOLICITED FROM DOWALD, LAND MANAGEMENT, AND THE PLANNING OFFICE BY GERALD
LESPERANCE OF OPED. NOTE: THE REQUEST FOR COMMENTS WAS BASED ON THE 2ND DRAFT
OF THE REPORT WHICH DIFFERS CONSIDERABLY FROM THE FINAL REPORT.

2. DOWALD RESPONDED TO THE REQUEST BY MEMO I STATING THAT BASED UPON OUR
REVIEW OF THE 2ND DRAFT OF THE REPORT, WE HAD NO COMMENTS AT THIS TIME. II FOR
YOUR REFERENCE A COpy OF THE EARLIER SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION SHEET IS ATTACHED
WHICH OUTLINES THE REGULATORYIPERMITTING PROGRAMS.

3. DOWALD'S RESPONSE TO THE COMMENT ON PARAGRAPH 2, PAGE 18. II IN REFERENCE
TO EXHIBIT IV, PAGE 19, THIS CHART DOES NOTI OR SHOULD NOT SUGGEST THAT THE
CDUA OR THE COUNTY'S GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE PERMIT (GPR) SERVE AS A MASTER PERMIT
FOR ALL GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES. PERHAPS CLARIFICATION IS REQUIRED
IN THAT PARAGRAPH WHICH WOULD EXPLAIN THE PURPOSE AND PROCEDURES OF THE
EXISTING ZONING PROVISIONS ( I.E. CDUA FOR CONSERVATION AND GRP FOR
AG, RURAL AND URBAN DISTRICTS.). PLEASE NOTE THAT THE PARAGRAPH FURTHER
DICUSSES THE ISSUE OF -HOME RULE- WHEREBY THE COUNTY WOULD HAVE THE AUTHORITY
TO REGULATE DEVELOPMENT REGARDLESS OF THE LAND DISTRICT IN WHICH IT TAKES
PLACE. (I.E. THIS WOULD REQUIRE THE ISSUANCE OF A COUNTY GRP PERMIT ON
CONSERVATION LANDS OR SUGGESTS THE REMOVAL OF THE CDUA REQUIREMENT FOR ANY
PROPOSED GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT).

4. DOWALD'S RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS ON PARAGRAPH 1, PAGE 20. II BASED ON OUR
INFORMATION, LAND USE CLASSIFICATION IN CALIFORNIA MAY DIFFER FROM THOSE IN
HAWAII. HOWEVER, THE CALIF. DEPART. OF FISH AND GAME REGULATES ALL FISH AND
WILDLIFE HABITATS CONCERNING ALTERATION OF STREAMS OR LAKES AND THE DEPART. OF
FORESTRY REGULATES THE CONVERSION OF TIMBERLANDS TO OTHER USES.

IN CALIF., ALL DISCRETIONARY DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS ARE REVIEWED IN RELATION TO
THE LOCAL GENERAL PLAN, ZONING CODE AND CALIF. ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT.
(E.G. THE LAKE COUNTY ZONING CODE CONTAINS MINIMAL PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR
ALL GEOTHERMAL OPERATIONS. THE MOST CRITICAL STND. BEING THE - 1/2 MILE RULE I

AWAY FROM POPULATED AREAS.)

CERTAIN DEVELOPMENT AREAS IN CALIF. SUCH AS LAKE COUNTY, OCCUR NEAR RESORT
COMMUNITIES, VACATION HOMES AND NEAR FORESTED AREAS SUCH THOSE IN THE COBB
MOUNTAIN AREA.

5. DOWALDS RESPONSE TO SECTIONS 3b) AND 3c) ON PAGE 21. II
3b). YES, THE EXISTING PROVISIONS FOR CONTESTED CASE HEARINGS ARE THE

SAME AS THOSE BEING RECOMMENDED IN THE REPORT.
3c). REQUIRING THE PAYMENT OF LEGAL COSTS MAY DEPRIVE OR DISCOURAGE

INDIVIDUALS FROM PRESENTING VALID CONCERNS OR INFORMATION PERTINENT TO THE
CONTESTED CASE HEARING. THIS RECOMMENDATION SEEMS CONTRARY TO THE GOALS OF Tf
CONTESTED CASE HEARING WHICH SHOULD BE FOR THE PURPOSE OF GATHERING DATA FOR
USE BY THE BOARD TO MITIGATE CONCERNS RAISED DURING THE COURSE OF THE HEARIN(
( BOTH PUBLIC AND CONTESTED CASE HEARINGS ). NOTE: THIS SECTION SEEMS TO
PARALLEL S.B. NO. 1722-86 AS PROPOSED BY SEN. MATSUURA.
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0. FURTHERMORE, THE EARLIER DRAFT RECOMMENDED TO MAINTAIN DLNR AS THE LEAD
AGENCY FOR GEOTHERMAL OPERATIONS IN THE CONSERVATION DISTRICT AND THE COUNTY
PLANNING DEPARTMENT FOR ALL OTHER LAND USE DISTRICTS. HOWEVER, THE FINAL DRAFT
NOW PROPOSES THAT A SINGLE LEAD AGENCY BE DESIGNATED TO COORDINATE THE
REGULATORY BODIES INVOLVED PROVIDING FOR THE COORDINATION OF LINE AGENCIES
FROM WITHIN THE GOVERNOR'S AND MAYOR'S OFFICE AS APPROPRIATE.

NOTE: THIS SEEMS TO SUGGEST THAT THE EXISTING PROCEDURES ARE INADEQUATE
FOR THE PROCESSING OF PERMITS WHICH IS CONTRARY TO DLNR'S TRACK RECORD ON
PERMIT REVIEW AND PROCESSING.
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/ ~ ~~I areas in which geothermal development is mo.~elY to ~~ur.
the major recommendations, as summarized and listed below have

been developed. The majority of these recommendations can be

accommodated by the legislature, either through changes in

existing legislation or through the provision of financial

resources to appropriate State or County agencies.

,,""---:R::e~g~u:l:a=t~o:r~y~/:p:e~r:m::i;t:t:i:n:g:::p~r=o~g:r:a~m:s=-_
~--~~~~~~'aatethecontested c~se hearin~,provision from the

subzone designation, CDUA permit and County geothermal

resource permi t processes.

2. Instead, consider the possibility of requiring an EIS for

the County geothermal resource permit.

3. Separate different stages of geothermal development:

exploration, field development and power plant development

for permit issuance purpose.

4. Maintain the DLNR as the lead agency for the geothermal

development in the Conservation district and County Planning

Departments for the County geothermal resource permit in all

other land use districts.

Provide DLNR and the County Planning Department with

responsibility and authority to oversee, coordinate and

expedite all invol ved agencies review process and permit

issuance.

iv
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Limit the permit protessing time period for each lead ageliry

by each stage of geothermal development.

6. Mandate the lead agency to develop comprehensive permit

guidelines.

7. Mandate various agencies to expedite adoption of

administrative and environmental protection standards

affecting geothermal development including monitoring and

enforcement systems.

Education Programs

1. Establish an intensified program to increase technical

knowledge of State and County agency staff members.

2. Increase opportunities for paiticipatory dialogues rather

than monologues among the pUblic, government agencies and

the geothermal as well as deep water cable developers.

Economic/Financial Incentive Programs

1. Establish adequate financial incentives for the developers,

such as loan guarantees or tax credits.

2. Establish a way to directly return a portion of mining lease

royalty payments to the County or district in which

geothermal development occurs.
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